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High-Tech Software House
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The page you're looking for
does not exist



Try one of the links in the header, or just write to us about what you're looking for.

Contact us
Bring your project in expert hands
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	+ 48 513 731 878
	[email protected]
	Flyps



Name*
E-mail*E-mail adress seems to be invalid
How can we help?
I have read and accept the Privacy Policy, Cookie Policy & GDPR Notice. *Check this box if you want to continue


Send message



Thank you for reaching out to us!
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There is no time 
 to be behind, 
 lets work together!



What we offer
	Computer Vision and robotics
	Large Language Models
	Deep & Machine Learning
	Medtech & Biotech
	Data Science & Engineering
	UI/UX Design & Fullstack
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Join our team
There are hundreds of reasons why you should join Flyps. Get to know some of them.[email protected]
Flyps sp. z o.o. Bydgoska 2/8, 61-127 Poznań KRS: 0000638297, REGON: 365449272, NIP: 9591977339 Flyps software house offers expert consulting, product development, and dedicated team delegation, delivering tailored solutions including Computer Vision, LLMs and other AI-driven technologies.

Main office: Poznań, Bydgoska 2/8, 61-127

Join our team
[email protected]
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